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Chapter 1 
David woke up to the sound of the continuous faint beeps of some machine kept somewhere close to his ears. When 

he slowly opened his eyes, he didn’t quite recognize his surroundings and it took him more than a few moments to 

realize that he was in a hospital. The beeps were coming from a machine which was supposedly monitoring his pulse 

and heartbeat evidenced by the sensors connected to the machine from his chest and the small clip-like device on 

his left index finger. Feeling his face, he noticed that he had a couple of bandages on his left forearm and his head 

was also bandaged with an injury on the left side of his forehead.  

Once he got over his initial grogginess, he looked around and noticed the other guy in the room. He had propped up 

a second chair to put his legs up and was dozing away. When David cleared his throat, the other guy opened his eyes 

and looked at him. On seeing David awake, the guy broke into a big smile. 

“Hey dude, welcome back!” he said, getting out of the chair and coming up to David’s bed. “You had us worried for 

quite a while bro.” 

David didn’t quite know how to react. For whatever reason, he simply couldn’t recognize the other person at all. 

Although he felt some degree of familiarity with him, David couldn’t quite place the other person or figure out why 

exactly he felt so familiar. 

When David didn’t register any emotion or say anything, the other guy asked him “Hey David, dude, are you ok man? 

How do you feel now?” and when he didn’t get any answer, the other guy pressed the switch to call the duty nurse 

into the room. And when the nurse came in, the other guy went up to her and asked her to inform the doctor that 

David had regained his consciousness. 

After five odd minutes, the doctor walked into the room, all the while smiling at David. “So David, you had us all 

worried for quite a while now. How do you feel now? Does your head still hurt?” he asked. David mumbled “I feel 

fine, kind of…” 

“Where am I? What happened to me?” he asked. 

“You were involved in an accident around 36 hrs ago. You were brought in by the policemen, who managed to call 

your friend Ram here based on the last dialed number from your mobile” the doctor replied. 

David looked a little perplexed “Accident! But I don’t remember any of this.” 

“That’s ok, you just need to relax, take some rest. Just lie down and try to get some sleep” the doctor put his hand 

on David’s shoulder and told him. 

He then took Ram outside the room. “It looks like your friend might have had more serious internal injuries than we 

initially suspected. Let us run a series of tests to verify the same, but my initial suspicion is that he has experienced 

some form of memory loss.” 

“That is why he reacted the way he did. It was almost like he didn’t recognize me!” Ram exclaimed. Given that David 

had been his room-mate for almost three years now and they were quite close friends, Ram had been disturbed by 

his reactions over the last ten odd minutes since he had regained consciousness. 

“Don’t worry Ram, these kinds of things are quite common in accidents involving head injuries. Let’s not jump to any 

conclusions yet. Let’s run the tests first and then we will be in a better position to figure out what is happening to 

David. Ok.” 

============ 
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Chapter 2 
It had been a couple of days since David had regained consciousness, and in these two days, the doctor had 

suggested some tests to be run on him. Based on the results of these tests and the way he interacted with Ram, it 

was quite clear that David had suffered from some form of temporary memory loss.  

While he was able to remember basic facts about himself, his childhood, his parents, his schooling, his college, his 

memories started getting fuzzier from around 4-5 yrs ago after his graduation. David had done his graduation in 

journalism and had joined one of the leading newspapers as part of their campus placement program. While he 

remembered this part, the rest of the events after this were more than a little fuzzy for him. 

Ram, being a good friend and a colleague of his who worked for the same newspaper, decided to help him out. Ram 

didn’t know of any family that David had given that his parents had died in a car accident around 15 yrs ago, and in 

the three years that they had been room-mates and friends, David had never even mentioned any other relative 

even in passing. He therefore took it upon himself to take David home, and gently ease him into his normal life. 

The doctor had clearly instructed Ram to go easy as far as trying to bring David back to normal was concerned. 

Anybody who experienced such temporary memory losses would find it hard to live normally especially when events 

related to the timeframe or people that they had forgotten about would be involved. While the rest of the world 

would move on based on these events and people, the person who had forgotten about these would need to re-

learn and if possible re-experience these events which would cause a great deal of anxiety in them.  

Ram therefore approached Senior Management at office and requested them to give David a six month sabbatical 

during which time he would hopefully recover his memory and be back to work. Given that David was a star 

performer and a valuable asset to the newspaper, the management acceded to the request. 

Four days after the accident, the doctor declared David fit to be discharged from the hospital, but he once again 

reminded Ram to handle David with kid-gloves especially given the fact that none of them knew the extent of 

memory loss that he had suffered. The doctor also advised Ram to try out a few things which might help David get 

back his memories. He instructed Ram to take David to all the places that they frequently hung out together, do 

things that they normally did, and try to lead a normal everyday life so that David could gradually get back to his old 

routine, which would hopefully ease the memories back into his mind. 

Ram therefore took David straight to the MTR Restaurant on Lalbagh Road which was on the way back home from 

the NIMHANS hospital from where he was being discharged. MTR had been the duo’s favorite haunt for breakfast on 

most days and invariably they would head there at least 4 days a week.  

Walking into the restaurant David did feel a little nostalgic inside. And when the rava idlies that Ram ordered arrived 

on the table, he did feel a rush of euphoria inside him. The piping hot idlies served with the lovely vegetable sagoo 

whose smell wafted up him did kindle something massively familiar within David. And when David immediately 

pushed the coconut chutney aside and asked the waiter for an additional bowl of the sagoo, Ram knew that his 

initial experiment had proved to be a success. 

In the last three years that they had been coming to MTR, not once had David eaten the coconut chutney that was 

served with these idlies, he would always return it and ask for an additional bowl of sagoo. Ram smiled quietly, 

happy with the knowledge that the foodie inside David was alive and kicking and this would prove to be helpful in 

the journey of rediscovering his memories. 

============ 
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Chapter 3 
After having had a good breakfast at MTR comprising of David’s favorite rava idlies and vegetable sagoo, Ram took 

him home to their shared apartment at Pebble Bay apartments in Dollars Colony, Sanjaynagar. Despite the fact that 

it was only the two of them who stayed together, they had rented out a three bedroom flat in the apartment 

complex. Given that both of them were quite well off financially and were also earning quite well in their journalist 

jobs, they liked to live the good life and as a result their flat was quite well furnished with contemporary furniture 

and top-of-line electronic gadgets.  

David, while being more tech savvy and gadget friendly still continued his longtime love affair with the written word, 

and more specifically in the form of physical books. In fact, he had converted one wall of his bedroom into a lovely 

contemporary book shelf which stored all his favorite tomes. These books were going to be Ram’s next choice of 

therapy in his efforts to bring back David’s memories. 

As soon as he went into the room and sat on his bed looking at the bookshelf, David started smiling nostalgically. His 

father had been an avid reader and had inculcated the habit of reading books in his only son at a very young age 

itself. Further, the fact that he never minded buying as many books as David wanted him to meant that the book 

collection ended up being quite impeccable with more than a few masterpieces thrown in. In fact, David believed 

that he first got interested in a career in journalism primarily because of his love for books and the written word 

from a very young age.  

And it was not just the written word or the books that David was in love with, he also had this peculiar habit of doing 

something unique with each and every book he owned. While it was something as simple as keeping a neem leaf, a 

mango leaf, the wrapping paper of a toilet soap, an outer wrapping of a Diary Milk cover in between the pages of 

some books, some other books were reserved for his doodles on the margins of the first page and last page of the 

book.  

Ram was aware of this peculiar habit of his friends by virtue of having borrowed a few books from him and having 

noticed something uniquely personal about each book that David owned. He therefore strongly believed that the 

more time David spent with his books, the chances of him regaining all his memories were that much more stronger. 

============ 

Chapter 4 
Ram helped David settle down in his bedroom, gave him some money and the phone numbers of the closest 

Dominos outlet, Nandini restaurant and a few other dining options who delivered food home, and then left for 

office. After all, he had articles to write and deadlines to meet. 

David walked up to the bookshelf and picked up one of his all time favorite books and settled  down on the recliner 

in his room when something poked him in the butt. When he put his hand to check what it was, he pulled out his 

favorite blue iPod Nano from there. Looking at it he smiled as this was one gadget he clearly remembered and loved 

a lot as well.  

Just like books, David’s love for music went back a long way as well. His mother, Nancy was an extremely good singer 

and also played western classical piano as well. She was a regular part of the choir at her church and even otherwise 

was found constantly humming her favorite tunes as well. Her taste in music ranged from gospel music to the latest 

chartbuster which the teenybopper kids of the day enjoyed. David’s love for music therefore was quite genetic in 

nature given that he had been exposed to quite a fair amount of music even when he was still in his mother’s womb. 
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The fact that he grew up in what many consider the golden decade of R&B music meant that he was exposed to a lot 

of variety of music growing up in 80s India. His tastes were quite eclectic and varied from Madonna and Michael 

Jackson in pop to Iron Maiden and Led Zeppelin in hard rock, from Kenny Rogers in country music to Kenny G in 

classical instrumental music.  

Further, his cosmopolitan upbringing in Bangalore and all the Tam Brahm friends he had meant that he also enjoyed 

his fair share of Carnatic classical music as well. While he didn’t quite understand the nuances of the craft of Carnatic 

or Hindustani classical music, he had enough of an ear and sense for music that he was able to appreciate the beauty 

of the rhythms of the same.  

He switched on the iPod and saw that all his favorite tracks were on it. He swiped the Click Wheel and saw that it 

was as smooth as he could always remember it being. And when he hit on the Hold Switch, the feeble click that he 

heard was ‘music’ to his ears. He navigated to an ‘all weather favorite’ album of his, Michael Jackson’s Bad and 

started listening to the tracks in the order in which they appeared. Looking at the Album Art of this particular album, 

his mind was taken back to his teenage years, when he used to enjoy these songs on a music cassette with his then 

favorite Sony Walkman. 

The sad part was that while he could remember something from 15+ yrs ago when he was a teenager, he couldn’t 

quite remember the last few years of his life. The irony of the situation was not lost on him as he looked at Michael 

Jackson in the iPod and smiled melancholically at him. The funny part was that he could clearly remember that the 

King of Pop died sometime in 2009 and that was only 4 yrs ago. But as hard as he tried, he couldn’t quite remember 

how he met Ram or became friends with him at all. 

It was quite frustrating, trying to live a life not knowing what exactly you were expected to be doing with it. All these 

thoughts and emotions flooding to him all at once resulted in him getting a headache. He therefore decided to take a 

small nap. 

============ 

Chapter 5 
When Ram came home that night, he found what was left of one large Dominos Country Special cheese-burst pizza 

on the dining table and knew that David was somewhat back on track as far as him recovering his memories was 

concerned. This was because this particular pizza was one of David’s all time favorites and one cursory look at the 

leftover also clearly suggested the presence of extra onions and a lot of chilly flakes on the pizza just like he loved it.  

He knocked on David’s bedroom door, slowly opened it and peeped inside. He found David dozing peacefully on his 

recliner, with a copy of the latest Newsweek on his chest. Not wanting to wake him up, when Ram started closing 

the door, David opened his eyes and smiled at him.  

“Sorry bro, didn’t mean to wake you up. So, how was your day?” he asked.  

Although David couldn’t quite remember the exact dynamics of their friendship yet, he had warmed up to the fact 

that Ram seemed to be quite a good friend of his. If anything Ram seemed to be trying as hard as he himself was to 

regain his memories and go back to living a normal life. 

He called Ram into the room and asked him to sit on the bed. “I know I shouldn’t ask you this question, but bro, did 

you have any luck remembering anything at all?” asked Ram to which David just smiled and said nothing. 

Taking the hint from his friend’s silence, Ram changed the subject.  
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“You know what dude, forget all this. It is December, the Christmas season, the time of year to be happy and jolly. 

Let’s do this, we have a long weekend coming up with Monday being Dec 25th and the office being closed on Dec 

22nd due to the local elections here. Let’s do a road trip to Chennai to my folks’ place. 

Ever since they came to know that you had an accident they have been worried sick about you. It’s just that they are 

not calling your phone as they don’t want to worry you in this situation, but you have no idea as to the number of 

calls that my parents are making every second hour to my phone man. And Priya, I haven’t seen her so worried in 

her life ever, not even during her board exams dude.” 

“Priya” David interrupted.  

“Oh sorry dude, you don’t remember her, do you? She is my younger sister, the little brat. She will be thrilled to see 

you safe and sound when we go there this weekend. So pack up dude, we will leave early tomorrow morning to 

avoid all the lorry traffic at Hosur and reach West Mambalam by lunch time. I will call Amma and ask her to make 

your favorite Semia Payasam and Masala Vadai for you tomorrow.” 

Although David was not too thrilled at the prospect of introducing newer characters into his already confused mind, 

Ram’s infectious enthusiasm for the road trip rubbed off on him and he got up early the next day and the duo got 

into Ram’s Honda City and started driving down to Chennai.  

On the way Ram started talking to him about all the road trips that they had done over the last few years. He talked 

about how they had braved the North Eastern monsoon rains in and around Tamil Nadu and had done a bike trip all 

the way from Chennai to Kanyakumari and also asked him to look for the picture in his iPad which he had packed in 

his backpack. And funnily enough, although David recognized himself and Ram in the pictures in the album on the 

iPad, he couldn’t remember any part of the bike ride itself. He didn’t mention this to Ram as he didn’t want to 

dampen the enthusiasm and the good mood in which he was right now. 

However, when Ram wanted to take a break and asked David to take over driving for a while, when David held the 

steering wheel something was kindled inside him. As he started cruising at a decent speed of 90-100 kms on the 

wonderfully laid 8 lane highway between Hosur and Krishnagiri, the hum of the car, its gentle roll on the curves, the 

trees lining the highway, the 24 hr McDonald’s outlet just outside of Hosur town limits, all of these brought a warm 

feeling to David’s heart.  

Was travelling down this road bringing back a flood of memories to him? Not really, but a few gears in his head 

started moving and a few pieces of the jigsaw puzzle seemed to be aligning themselves to fall in place shortly. 

============ 

Chapter 6 
After having driven a good part of 7 hrs, Ram and David finally turned into Arya Gowder road in West Mambalam, 

Chennai at one end of which Ram’s parents stayed. After 10 odd mins of jostling through hectic weekend traffic , 

they finally parked the Honda City outside the house with one wheel on the footpath just like every other car in West 

Mambalam was parked and stepped outside. By the time they had stretched their muscles, a girl came running out 

of the flat on the ground floor and abruptly stopped in front of David. 

Noticing no change in David’s reaction, she then turned quizzically to Ram, who smiled “David, meet Priya, my sister. 

And Priya, I am not going to introduce David to you. In fact for the sheer number of missed calls and text messages 

that you have sent me over the past 5 days I should not even have introduced you to David. He has no clue the 

amount of trouble he is in.” 
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From her expression it was clear that Priya had a lot of things to say to David, but without uttering even one word or 

even saying a hello, she quietly took both David’s and her brother’s backpacks from the car and took them inside the 

flat. David was quite surprised by this deadly silence from her as he had at least expected the basic courtesies that 

people usually extend to people they meet for the first time. Shrugging his shoulders, he walked behind her into the 

flat. 

As soon as he walked in, he first saw Priya walking into a room and for some funny reason he thought he saw her 

crying. Before he could give this any further thought, an old lady who seemed to be Ram’s mother came up to him 

and hugged him. “David, how are you? Thank God your accident didn’t turn out to be any more serious than it was 

and you got away with just a few scratches.” 

“Come, wash up and sit at the dining table. As usual, we have reserved your favorite chair for you, right next to 

uncle. He has just gone to buy some potato chips, which you love having with sambar rice. He will be right back. And 

also, save some space in your stomach for the Semia Payasam specially made for you.” 

The sheer warmth of the greeting and the genuine motherly love that Ram’s mother showed David made him feel 

right at home even though he didn’t remember having met them before at all. In his heart he was sickened at not 

being able to remember this wonderful old lady, let alone reciprocate all the love she was showering upon him. He 

felt miserable at his condition right now more than anytime else. After all, what use were good memories if they 

didn’t come back to you at appropriate times. 

Ram’s father turned out to be quite a jovial person although David did get the feeling that from time to time he held 

himself back from asking any questions which he might find odd or hard to answer. Although Priya joined them for 

lunch, she didn’t utter a word, all the while stealing glances at David whenever her dad or mom spoke to him hoping 

for any hints that he recognized her or any of them in that room. The only person in that room that David was having 

any real conversation with was her brother Ram, and that was also probably because he had know him for a full 5 

days now, 5 days more than he knew any of the rest of them. 

It was funny, she thought, how the human brain works, how one small bump on it could so easily erase countless 

moments of life, countless memories. 

Funnily enough, coincidentally David was thinking of the exact same thing at the same moment. 

============ 

Chapter 7 
That night as David tried to sleep in the guest room of Ram’s house in West Mambalam, he was quite troubled. The 

fact that he could not remember wonderful people like Ram’s parents who were probably among the most loving 

people he had encountered in his short life so far, or the fact that he could not remember any of the incidents they 

talked about during lunch and throughout the afternoon when they were lazing around in front of the TV bothered 

him a lot.  

Based on what the doctor had told him and Ram in the hospital, while he realized that as far as his recollection and 

memories were concerned, they could come back to him at any point in time, he still felt extremely frustrated that 

despite Ram’s best efforts he could not remember anything of the last three years or so. What was even more 

frustrating was the fact that he seemed to have crystal clear memories until the time just before he met Ram on his 

first day in office. 
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He cursed his ill luck for having forgotten these people, who after his parents had passed away a long time ago, 

seemed to be the only ones who really cared for him in this world. He could clearly remember being a loner and 

relatively depressed throughout his college life where although he had friends, he could not call any of them his true 

friends in every sense of the word. And here he was, with a complete family loving him more than he could ask for 

but fate was that he did not even remember having met them at all. 

While he was lying down on his bed with the night lamp on wrestling with these thoughts, he heard the door of his 

room open. He looked up and saw Priya peeping into the room checking if he was asleep. When he sat up on the 

bed, she came into the room, and funnily enough, she quietly closed the door behind her.  

She sat down next to him on the bed, and gently touched his cheek, and suddenly started sobbing. Surprised at her 

proximity to him and the fact that she started crying David was at a loss as to how to react. Keeping within his limits 

of propriety, he just put one hand on her left shoulder and squeezed it saying “Don’t worry Priya, everything will be 

all right.” 

Looking at him through her tear filled eyes she said “You don’t remember anything do you David? You don’t 

remember me also.” 

Even though he didn’t answer she continued “When I first heard about your accident and memory loss, I was more 

than sure that whatever you had forgotten, you surely would remember me. There was no way in the world that you 

could ever forget me. But then, when I saw your expression in the afternoon when you got out of the car and looked 

at me, I knew I was wrong. You forgot me, didn’t you? How could you!!!” 

“Of all the people in the world, you forgot me also!” she said and abruptly got up and went out of the room sobbing. 

Surprised and perplexed at her words when David finally lay down and dropped off to sleep due to his medication, 

he didn’t quite get a peaceful sleep as well.  

It is said that dreams are a manifestation of our worst fears, our craziest passions, our wildest imaginations and our 

deepest thoughts. And all of this was proved tonight when David dreamt. 

In his dream, he was running on a beach behind a girl who oddly enough resembled Priya. Occasionally she would 

turn back and beckon him with her arms to run towards her and just when he was about to touch her, she would 

start running away again.  

Disturbed by this dream, David woke up with a start. As it is he was frustrated at his condition and this dream added 

to his woes even further. He had a drink of water and ended up sitting and reading one of the books that he had 

brought along with him. 

============= 

Chapter 8 
Given that he couldn’t go back to sleep that night, David took an early morning walk the next morning. Midway 

through his walk, he heard Priya calling out to him from behind and noticed that she was walking just a few paces 

behind him. Given that it was around 6 AM in the morning and Arya Gowder road was slowly starting to stir with 

activity with the milk vendors opening up their shops, the newspaper boys sitting on their designated corners of the 

footpath and sorting out their delivery runs, the old uncles and aunties of the area walking towards the two-three 

temples that dotted the road already having bathed and dressed themselves befitting of the temple visit.  
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Given last night’s disturbing dream of Priya accosting him on the beach, David wasn’t a 100% comfortable with her 

presence. In fact, he had decided to take this walk only to clear his head of the dream and her presence only added 

to his continuously increasing confused state of mind. But he was fully aware of the fact that walking away from her 

or ignoring her would be extraordinarily rude, more so given that she was Ram’s sister and their parents had been 

extremely kind and generous in having him over and helping him in this delicate condition of his over the last couple 

of days.  

When she caught up with him and started keeping pace with him, she bid him a reasonably cheery ‘Good morning 

David, tell you what, let’s go to our usual coffee joint. Let me take you there.’ And she steered his right forearm 

gently towards a right turn from the main road onto a smaller side street. Without protesting, he let her lead him to 

another side street and into a small roadside eatery cum hotel which was already abuzz with some people sitting and 

drinking their early morning cups of coffee and tea. 

Walking right to the very corner of the eatery, Priya sat herself down on one of the benches and motioned David to 

sit on the opposite side of the table facing her. Almost immediately, a teenager of around 16-17 yrs came up to them 

“Enna Priya akka, ippo ellam indha pakkam varudhe illey!” (What Priya akka, you don’t come this side at all 

nowadays!) 

“David saar ungala Coffee Day mattum thaan date kku kootikuttu povara?” he laughed (Does David sir take you only 

to Coffee Day on dates?) 

Priya just smiled and asked the boy to bring two coffees. David understood enough Tamil and was quite surprised by 

the statement that boy had just made. Maybe there was more to that dream than he remembered right now.  

Priya just kept quiet, all the while looking at David’s face. When the coffee did arrive, Priya told him “Appa and 

Amma are taking Ram to the bank today. They have some work to be done and it will take them a good two-three 

hours to finish it up as they are also going over to Appa’s auditor office while Amma has some shopping in T Nagar to 

be done.” 

“I am not going with them, and I don’t want you also to go. I have something to talk to you about.” 

Not allowing David to respond, she quietly finished her coffee and started walking out of the eatery. Not wanting to 

be lost in the maze of side streets around Arya Gowder road, David also left the rest of his coffee on the table and 

followed her back home. They didn’t exchange even one word on the walk back home. 

And just like Priya said, it was around 10 in the morning when Ram came up to David and asked him if he wanted to 

tag along with him and his parents. David declined as he was really interested in what Priya had to talk to him about. 

Ram then left with his parents in their car, he was their designated driver for the day. 

Once they left, Priya came up to David and asked him to get ready within the next five minutes as she was taking him 

somewhere ‘special’.  

In the next ten minutes, David was sitting behind her on her Scooty Pep+ and she was happily weaving through 

traffic on the Saidapet road. Not knowing the destination, David decided that he might as well take in the sights and 

sounds to try and see if anything came back to him. Given that the only sights and sounds that he got were Metro 

pillars under construction and Chennai MTC buses spewing smoke whenever they overtook them, he resigned 

himself to letting Priya take over his day. 

The finally reached the road adjoining Elliot’s Beach in Besant Nagar and the sheer sight of the coastline stirred 

familiar feelings within David. She gradually slowed down the two-wheeler and came to a complete stop almost 

directly opposite the famous Karl Schmidt Memorial on the beach. And when David got a clear view of the memorial 

from this place, he clearly knew that this was something that he had seen loads of time before. 
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Priya parked the vehicle, and then took David into a rooftop café which had a crystal clear view of almost the entire 

beach and the memorial itself. She waited until the waiters cleared one particular table and placed the chairs in a 

specific manner, and then she ensured that he sat on the chair facing the beach. She then ordered two chocolate 

lattes and two black forest pastries. 

Disturbed by the fact that the entire setting seemed so familiar but yet he could not remember why, David asked her 

“You told me that you had something to tell me. What is it about?” 

And then Priya did something that would remain firmly etched in his memory forever. 

============ 

Chapter 9  
She put her hand into her handbag and took out a small jewelry box, the type in which necklaces were usually kept. 

She then got out of her chair, went down on her left knee, opened the jewelry box which contained a heart shaped 

locket which was open and which had his picture on one side and Priya’s on the other. She said “David, I know I 

probably am being totally inappropriate in asking this favor from my brother’s best friend. But the fact remains that 

you complete me. Will you marry me?” 

For a moment David was stunned at what she just did, and then it happened. He was suddenly overcome with an 

overwhelming feeling in his mind, an overpowering onrush of thoughts and emotions, a stinging pain in the space 

between his eyebrows, and he suddenly collapsed back in his chair, with his head drooping down. 

The next thing he remembered was Priya standing over him with a concerned expression, and his face dripping with 

water. He was still on the chair and it was obvious that nothing too serious had happened. He had just fainted. 

Priya then sent the waiters away and looked at him apprehensively. David slowly stood up and then hugged her. 

Priya’s proposal had done the trick, he was finally himself again, his memories had come back.  

He clearly remembered that it was only a couple of days before his accident that he had proposed to Priya in this 

café, at this table, in the same manner that she had done five minutes ago. The heart shaped locket that she had 

used was the one that his father had used to propose to his mother all of 25 yrs ago.  

Priya’s last ditch attempt at trying to get back David as he was before the accident had worked. She had hoped that 

he would remember her when he first got out of the car, or at least would notice the fact that she was the only one 

who didn’t really speak to him during the mealtimes or at home over the past two days. As one of her last attempts, 

she had taken him to their favorite little coffee shop near Arya Gowder road in the morning where the boy, Ramu 

knew about their little love affair, but even that didn’t work. This proposal idea was something that had come about 

as a result of the failure in the morning. This would have been her last attempt at trying to get him back as she was 

completely out of ideas at this point in time and was extremely frustrated and distraught when all the things she had 

tried over the last two days went to naught. 

She then told David as to how he had met with an accident around a week ago, and how he had forgotten almost all 

of the last three years as a result of the head injury. David was very surprised to hear that he had forgotten Ram, his 

parents and even Priya, the girl who he had so romantically proposed to just over ten days ago in this very café.  

He then suddenly asked Priya if Ram knew about them having fallen for each other to which she shook her head. 

David then remembered, that was ‘the confession’ he had to make, to his friend, his soul brother, the one person on 

whom he could blindly rely on. 

============ 
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Prologue 
Priya had always been somebody that David had been fascinated in as a person almost from the time that Ram had 

introduced her to him around three years ago. The fact that they shared the same taste in books, music, movies and 

the kind of people they liked to hang out with meant that their wavelengths matched to a very large extent. Their 

personalities complimented each other at a level which was quite rare, and the fact that both of them took their 

lives and all their relationships quite seriously meant that neither of them were frivolous to treat their friendship 

lightly. 

However it was only when Priya’s parents started looking for a suitable boy to get her married off to that she 

realized her true feelings for David. At first she dismissed these thoughts as the result of the nervousness of the 

prospective groom hunting and the entire ‘circus’ that inevitably accompanied it. But the more she thought about 

this feeling, the more she was convinced that David was the one person that she wanted to spend the rest of her life 

with, he was the one she wanted to grow old with, share her memories with, walk into the sunset with.  

But then there was the complication that David was her brother’s best friend and a good friend of hers too. She 

didn’t want to give rise to a situation where he would be put on the spot in front of her brother and their friendship 

would suffer as a result. She also didn’t want a situation where she would have to forgo her friendship with David as 

well. She knew she was wishing for too much, but then when it came to affairs of the heart, even a rational sensible 

girl would behave irrationally, wouldn’t she. 

She finally mustered up enough courage and on one of his frequent trips to Chennai with Ram, she asked David to 

take her to Elliot’s Beach at Besant Nagar. The Schmidt memorial there was one of their favorite haunts and they 

used to frequent the café immediately opposite the memorial to enjoy their view of the sunsets and discuss 

literature, poetry, movies and a host of other myriad topics. They had always enjoyed their conversations there, but 

today was going to be different for her. 

When she first popped the question to David as to whether he was ‘interested’ in her, he didn’t quite know how to 

react. It turned out that he had also been harboring the same feelings for her, but hadn’t found the guts to talk 

about this to her for the fear of being labeled as somebody who took advantage of the prevailing situation and had 

hit on his friend’s sister. Therefore, when she actually asked the question, he was beyond himself and for the first 

time hugged her as somebody he well and truly loved as a person, as an individual, as a soul-mate rather than just 

those platonic hugs they had shared so far.  

After a couple of months of courtship where they talked about their futures together, David decided that the time 

had come to formalize it. He took his mother’s old locket from his safe at home, replaced his parents’ pictures with 

his and Priya’s (knowing fully well that his parents would approve of his choice), drove down to Chennai all alone, 

and took Priya to the same café on Elliot’s beach.  

Once there, he ordered her favorite chocolate latte and black forest pastries. He then went down on his right knee 

and said “Priya, I know I probably am being totally inappropriate in asking this favor from my best friend’s sister. But 

the fact remains that you complete me. Will you marry me?” 

While Priya had known that a proposal was forthcoming from David, she hadn’t quite expected it to be this dramatic 

and for sure, she hadn’t expected it to happen before he spoke to Ram. But given the romantic way in which he had 

proposed, she had accepted and they had sealed the deal with a hug then and there. 

The next day when David was back in Bangalore, he decided that it was high time that he let Ram know of his and 

Priya’s love and the fact that they had decided that they were going to spend their lives together. He made up his 

mind to tell Ram that very evening itself and immediately messaged Ram “Dude, let’s order Pizza tonight. I have 

something important to confess to you.” 
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Although it was an easy task to type out an SMS and hit on the Send button, talking to Ram was something that 

David was not particularly looking forward to. Thinking about how he would broach this topic, he didn’t happen to 

notice the couple of street dogs that ran across the road, and when he therefore suddenly swerved to the right, he 

was hit by an auto rickshaw and hit his head on the pavement. He was lucky that he was wearing a helmet and got 

away with only a minor head injury. 

Although he didn’t know it at that time, but his confession would have to wait. 

============= 


